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A complete menu of Asia Garden from Anchorage covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Asia Garden:
I have to eat. it is absolutely wonderful, probably the best I had in the city. but the best part about our meal was
my friend to go back to my car, which a corona extra box with our eating in it laughed in the car all the way to
home. even if we didn't eat in us, they made us a great experience! read more. In beautiful weather you can
even eat and drink in the outdoor area, and there is free WLAN. What User doesn't like about Asia Garden:
we were the only table in the restaurant so the service was very good. the waitresses filled our waters very

quickly. Eat was okay, I found it expensive for the portion size. the restaurant itself was clean and decorated in
red colors inside. the overall experience was average. read more. In Asia Garden from Anchorage, you can enjoy

versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine that's authentically prepared in a wok, and you can look forward to the fine
traditional seafood cuisine. The delicious Sushi such as Nigiri and Inside-Out however, is the undisputed

highlight of this place, Indulge in the impressive view of the delicious arrangements of the dishes and also enjoy
a beautiful view of some of the nearby attractions.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Alcoholi� Drink�
CORONA EXTRA

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Hauptgericht� - Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

APPETIZER

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

EGG

ONIONS

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00-02:30
Tuesday 11:00-02:30
Wednesday 11:00-02:30
Thursday 11:00-02:30
Friday 11:00-02:30
Saturday 16:00-02:30
Sunday 16:00-02:30
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